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Anamnesis:
Common memory in participatory urban transformations.

Image 1: United Nations watchtower, located at the borders of the bu�er zone which dichotomizes the old
city of Nicosia.
Nicosia / Photo @SergiosStrigklogiannis

Nicosia (Cyprus) is a city where collective memories, con�icting imaginaries, and critical urban issues
coexist. The visible spatial trauma takes the shape of the bu�er zone that violently dichotomizes the urban
and social fabric and creates a physical but also a mental border in the medieval walled city of Nicosia (Image
1).

The aim of the research entitled: ‘Anamnesis: Common memory in participatory urban transformations.’ was
to study the dialectic relation between collective memory, urban transformations, and the production of
common space, intending to explore, reveal and understand complex contemporary urban realities and
diverse imaginaries connected to collective memory in the divided city of Nicosia.

During the Short Term Scienti�c Mission in Nicosia, I got acquainted with the diverse collective memories
connected with the city’s urban environment: the participatory ways the citizens of both sides inhabit the



boundary and try to reclaim their city despite the con�icting memories - how they challenge physical and
mental barriers created by the traumatic memory of the dichotomy and how they �nally manage in many
occasions to create common space through new common memories.



Image 2: Physical borders stand as visual reminders of the collective traumatic memory, creating until today
mental borders between the inhabitants of the two parts of the city.
Nicosia / Photo @SergiosStrigklogiannis

Additionally, I had the chance to discover the diverse urban narratives that originated from various collective
and personal memories and at the same time to experience the spatialities that these memories are embodied
in (Image 2). Finally, the mission concluded with the understanding of how the dominant divisive narratives
a�ected the city’s urban fabric by using collective memory, lethe, and the distortion of memories, but also
how bottom-up initiatives tried and keep trying to act as counter-narratives by actively transforming
Nicosia’s urban spaces into common spaces of solidarity, understanding, and unity.

Photo 3: Reinhabiting the borders and the bu�er zone during the Bu�er Fringe Performing Arts Festival
that takes place in it.
Basel / Photo @SergiosStrigklogiannis
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